Daniel - The quake of a lifetime!
In the science laboratory of NDH (Natural Disasters Headquarters) the best company in
studying natural disasters a scientist professor Steve was all alone in the white, cold lab he
was informed to test the seismometer. But all of a sudden “SSSSSssssssssss” hisses of gas
like steam in a kettle realised into the lab the air poisoning gas pressured the poor man
choking him out of the building.
It was a school morning, a Monday (Ammie’s least favourite day) she dragged herself the
bathroom brushed her teeth got dressed and ran down craving for food bacon and eggs, she
could smell it sizzling on the pot from her room. She ate up all her marvellous breakfast
hugged her mum and quickly ran to school.
Today was a rather peculiar day, Miss Kate and Mr Richard had a 15 minute conversation
about some “business” in the corner of the classroom, the whole class stared at the pair
they were told to write about 15 minutes ago but still their pages are as white snow. After
the conversation aproximently adding up to half an hour Miss Kate looked surprised, scared
and nervous she told the class to put down their pens and listen, at once the children looked
at Miss Kate “Class…class 5 um you need clam down when I tell you this” she sighed, “ there
has been a-CRACK! All of a sudden there was a crack in a wall “CRACK” then another and
slowly it started to multiply could this be the of Kennon Primary School? Suddenly the
ground became to rumble then the display hung one side with no hesitation Miss Kate
ordered them all under their table which they speedily they followed the order. They all
cried. Annie cried the most, she rattled like a black mamba in the scariest jungle. Minutes of
silence pasted… “CCCCCCCCCCCCC…BOOM!” the door fell off its hinges Annie filched in fear
of all places this is the last place that Annie would want to be. The trees in the mist like the
broken building around her.
The buildings that once mounted over us has now been destroyed and we tower over them,
the place that Annie once called home house now burnt to ashes. This earthquake has not
just hurt the city of Lomerrii mentally, physically but it has hurt them emotionally they will
never forget this day.
After what has been a nightmare has been brought to an end but the damage has only just
started healing. The future of the of the citizens of Lomerrii are yet to come. The piles of
rock and dust progresses every minute. It is all gone. All of the homes and buildings, now
the country of Lomerrii is nothing but oceans of stone and rock. The rocky and bumpy
curves of once a beautiful city is teemed with cracks around the stone cold surface. The
echo of pain, sirens and death lingered in the mist beyond, she could feel the heavy wind
blowing dust on her skin, and her life will never be the same.
One year later her life has changed for good. The sound of pain and death has been hushed,
mountain and mountains of rock and stone has been removed and now when Annie’s smile
you can see the sparkle in her eyes, from hard work and dedication by the government
Annie can now cut the ribbon of her brand new school.

